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1. Welcome  
 

Welcome to the English Language & Literature course! It is a really interesting, enriching course 

which will develop and hone your reading, writing and critical-thinking skills.  You will learn about 

the fascinating ways in which language functions, now and in the past, from highly-crafted pieces 

of literature down to everyday casual conversations, and will develop a whole new ‘tool-kit’ of 

concepts to help you engage, interpret and analyse.  

 
You will read a range of fiction and non-fiction texts, enabling you to explore authorial intent and 

methods, to make connections between themes and contexts, and to develop your own discerning 

judgement as a reader.  

 
Alongside this, you will hone your writing skills, both analytically and creatively, experimenting 

with a range of styles and ‘voices,’ ultimately finding your own distinctive voice and identity as a 

writer.    

 
Link to Specification:  

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20Language%20an

d%20Literature/2015/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/A-level-

EnglishLangLit-Spec.pdf 

 

So, what will you study? 

 
 

 

 

 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20Language%20and%20Literature/2015/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/A-level-EnglishLangLit-Spec.pdf
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20Language%20and%20Literature/2015/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/A-level-EnglishLangLit-Spec.pdf
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/English%20Language%20and%20Literature/2015/Specification%20and%20sample%20assessments/A-level-EnglishLangLit-Spec.pdf


 

Course Outline 
 

Unit Form of assessment You will study 

1. Voices in Speech 
and Writing 

 
 
 
 

40% of A-Level 

Exam (2 hours 30 minutes) 
 
1A: Voices in 20thand 21stCentury 

Texts 
One comparative essay on one 

unseen text and one Anthology text 
  

1B: Drama Texts 
One essay-based question on set 

drama text  

    
 
‘Voices in Speech and Writing: 

An Anthology’ 
  

 
A Streetcar Named Desire  
by Tennessee Williams 

2. Varieties in 
Language and 

Literature 
  

Theme: 
‘Society and the 

Individual’ 
 
 
 

40% of A-Level  

Exam (2 hours 30 minutes) 
 

1A: Unseen Prose Non-Fiction 
Texts 

 One essay on an unseen prose non-
fiction extract linked to theme of 

‘Society and the Individual’ 
 

1B: Prose Fiction and Other 
Genres 

One essay on two literary texts which 
explore the theme of ‘Society and the 

Individual  

 

A range of non-fiction texts 
which explore the theme of 
‘Society and the Individual’  

                         
  

Two literary texts exploring the 
theme of ‘Society and the 

Individual’: 
 

 Othello by W. Shakespeare  
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott 

Fitzgerald 

  
3. Investigating 

and Creating Texts 
 
 

20% of A-Level  

NEA (Coursework) 
 
Assignment 1: two pieces of original 
writing: one piece of creative fiction 
and one piece of creative non-fiction 

  
Assignment 2: one analytical 

commentary reflecting on the chosen 
texts and the pieces of creative 

writing   

A chosen topic (free choice) 
  

A range of fiction and non-
fiction style models to inspire 

your own creative writing 
  

Examples of commentary-style 
writing 

 
 

The course is current, challenging, rewarding and exciting - let’s get started! 
 
 
 

 



2. Getting Started 
 
‘Voice’ 
 
One of the key concepts of the course is that of ‘voice.’  What do you understand by this term? 
What does it mean when we talk about a writer’s ‘voice’?   
 

❖ Write down your initial ideas about what this term might mean. Conduct some research to 
support your ideas. 

 

❖ Read some ‘Opinion’ articles. There are loads available online, especially at the moment, 
with writers expressing their views about the current situation - but you can read about 
any topic. Use the links below, and feel free to explore other newspapers/publications.  

 
Twitter is also a great place to find strong opinions and distinctive voices! 

 
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/commentisfree 
 
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices 
 
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/collection/opinion 
 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/columnists/ 
 

Read the work of well-known writers/journalists with distinctive voices, such as: Charlie Brooker, 
Caitlin Moran, Sam Wollaston, Bryony Gordon, Piers Morgan, Afua Hirsch, Tom Peck.  
 

❖ Try following them on social media; this will help you to distinguish between their writing 
styles, views and voices.  

 

❖ Consistently read the work of the same writers so that you get to ‘know’ them. Make notes 
on what you read. Each time, reflect on what you learn about the writer’s personality - 
then think about how this develops your understanding of their voice.  

 

❖ Create your own definition and explanation of ‘voice,’ incorporating examples from what 
you have read and researched. 
 

  
Reflect … How can a voice be created? Is voice the same as ‘personality’? How might the notion 
of voice be linked to identity? What does your ‘voice’ sound like? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/commentisfree
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/collection/opinion
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/columnists/


3. Next Steps 
 
Reading - Voices in Fiction and Non-Fiction 
 
As you might expect, reading is a hugely important aspect of this course. You will need to read 
and engage with a wide variety of texts, from the fiction genres of poetry, prose and drama, to non-
fiction genres, such as articles, diaries and travelogues. 
 

❖ You have already engaged with some non-fiction texts in the previous task. Now, research 
the fiction terms ‘poetry,’ ‘prose’ and ‘drama.’ Write a definition of each, with examples of 
texts and writers. 

 
Reflect … What might be the advantages to the writer, and to the audience, of each form? How 
might a writer ‘exploit’ the form for a particular purpose? How could a writer create the voice of a 
fictional persona through each form? 
 

❖ To get you started with your reading for the A-Level course, and to begin to develop your 
tastes as a reader, select and read a range of texts from the lists overleaf.  The ‘classic’ texts 
are available for free online so read these if you are unable to get hold of/ purchase the 
others (link below). 

 

❖ Create a set of notes on each text you read, on the following aspects: 
 
• Writer’s voice (characters if fiction; their own if non-fiction) 
• Form/Genre & Key themes 
• Setting / context  
• What you enjoyed about it 
 
Reflect …  As you will have seen from the course outline, Unit 2 is based around the theme of 
Society and the Individual. 

What do you think this means? Consider the following: 

• What do we mean by ‘society’ and how is a society created? 
• What are the expectations of those living within a society, and how do people know? 
• What does it mean to be an ‘individual’? How is this linked to identity? 
• What is the place of an individual within a larger group? 
• How can we ensure we ‘fit in’? How can we ensure we ‘stand out’? 
• Is conformity a good or bad thing? Is non-conformity a good or bad thing? 

 

❖ Track the theme of ‘Society and the Individual’ throughout the texts you have read. What 
kind of societies exist in the texts? What are the rules/expectations of those societies? 
What happens to those who break them? Who seems to be an ‘individual’ and why? How 
does the writer present these characters? 

 

 

 



Reading List 

Fiction  

The Handmaid’s Tale and/or The Testaments – Margaret Atwood 

The Beautiful and Damned or Tender is the Night - F. Scott Fitzgerald 

Atonement or Enduring Love – Ian McEwan 

Behind the Scenes at the Museum – Kate Atkinson 

The Kite Runner – Khaled Hosseini 

The Shock of the Fall - Nathan Filer 

The Lovely Bones - Alice Sebold 

The Glass Menagerie or Cat on a Hot Tin Roof - Tennessee Williams 

 
Classics Go to: https://www.gutenberg.org 

Wuthering Heights – Emily Bronte 

Tess of the D’Urbervilles or Far From the Madding Crowd – T.  Hardy 

Great Expectations or David Copperfield – C. Dickens  

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale - G. Chaucer 

Any play by Shakespeare- go to: http://shakespeare.mit.edu 

Selected Poems of Sylvia Plath - go to: 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/sylvia-plath 

 

Non-Fiction  

In Cold Blood – Truman Capote 

I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings – Maya Angelou 

How to be a Woman – Caitlin Moran 

Angela’s Ashes – Frank McCourt  

Anything by Bill Bryson (whole book) 

Anything by Jon Ronson (whole book) 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.gutenberg.org/
http://shakespeare.mit.edu/
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/sylvia-plath


4. Building Skills 
 
‘Conscious Crafting’ 
 
As a Language and Literature student, you will need to analyse texts in close detail, noticing how 
the writer has ‘crafted’ the text to a very high level. A writer makes conscious choices, from the 
overall structure of the whole text, down to very specific vocabulary choices, grammatical 
constructions and uses of punctuation.  
 
You will need to identify the ways in which the writer has crafted the text, using 
technical language to support your analysis and interpretation of the effects created.  
 

❖ Read the extract (overleaf) taken from the opening chapter of Jeanette 
Winterson’s autobiography, entitled Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal?  

 

❖ Read the text several times, exploring it in more detail each time, and adding 
in more ‘layers’ of detail to your notes. 

 

❖ There are two sets of questions to help you do this; firstly, a set of specific questions on 
the text, and secondly, a set of generic questions which you can apply to any text. Use 
both and make note of your answers. 

 

Challenge: Can you apply these technical terms to the Winterson extract? Look them up if you 
need to. 
 

Declarative 

  Interrogative 

Lexis / lexical choice 

Noun phrase 

Parentheses 

Parallel sentence structure 

Phonology 

Pre-modifier 

Sentence fragment 

 

 

 

 



Jeanette Winterson wrote a semi-autobiographical novel called Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit. 
Here, in her autobiography, Winterson recalls the argument she had with her mother about the 
book she wrote.  

For most of my life I’ve been a bare-knuckle fighter. The one who wins is the one who hits the 
hardest. I was beaten as a child and I learned early never to cry. If I was locked out overnight I sat 
on the doorstep till the milkman came, drank both pints, left the empty bottles to enrage my 
mother, and walked to school.  

We always walked. We had no car and no bus money. For me, the average was five miles a day: 
two miles for the round trip to school; three miles for the round trip to church.  

Church was every night except Thursdays.  

I wrote about some of these things in Oranges, and when it was published, my mother sent me a 
furious note in her immaculate copperplate handwriting demanding a phone call.  

We hadn‘t seen each other for several years. I had left Oxford, was scraping together a life, and 
had written Oranges young — I was twenty-five when it was published.  

I went to a phone box — I had no phone. She went to a phone box — she had no phone.  

I dialled the Accrington code and number as instructed, and there she was — who needs Skype? 
I could see her through her voice, her form solidifying in front of me as she talked.  

She was a big woman, tallish and weighing around twenty stone. Surgical stockings, flat sandals, a 
Crimplene dress and a nylon headscarf. She would have done her face powder (keep yourself nice), 
but not lipstick (fast and loose).  

She filled the phone box. She was out of scale, larger than life. She was like a fairy story where size 
is approximate and unstable. She loomed up. She expanded. Only later, much later, too late, did I 
understand how small she was to herself. The baby nobody picked up.  

But that day she was borne up on the shoulders of her own outrage. She said. ‘It’s the first time 
I’ve had to order a book in a false name.’  

I tried to explain what I had hoped to do. I am an ambitious writer.  

Mrs Winterson was having none of it. She knew full well that writers were sex-crazed bohemians 
who broke the rules and didn’t go out to work. Books had been forbidden in our house and so for 
me to have written one, and had it published, and had it win a prize...  

The pips — more money in the slot — and I’m thinking, as her voice goes in and out like the sea, 
‘Why aren’t you proud of me?’  

 Crimplene: crease-resistant fabric; Bohemian: a person with artistic or literary interests who 
disregards normal standards of behaviour  

Winterson. J,Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal?, (2012), Vintage, Random House, London, 
pp.2-4 

 



 
• Specific questions to help you examine the text…. 

 

How would you describe the writer’s (Winterson’s) voice? What do we discover about her 
personality / identity? 

 

What do we learn about Winterson’s childhood? 

 

What is the effect of the punctuation and sentence structure in the line beginning: ‘I went to a 
phone box’? 

 

Why does Winterson use parentheses (brackets)? Whose ‘voice’ are we hearing here? What does 
this tell us? 

 

How does Winterson use imagery relating to size? What is the effect? 

 

What do we learn about Winterson’s mother? 

 

What is the effect of the writer calling her mother ‘Mrs Winterson,’ rather than ‘mother’ or 
‘mum’? 

 

Why do you think she describes her mother’s voice as going ‘in and out like the sea’? 

 

What is the effect of the text’s ending?  

 

Reflect … How does the text fit with the conventions of an autobiography? 

 

 

 

Now read the opening of her novel Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit (which caused the argument in the 

previous text!) first published in 1985.  



The novel tells the story of a girl named Jeanette, who is brought up by her adoptive parents in northern 

England. Jeanette’s dominant mother is a fundamentalist Christian who educates Jeanette through study 

of the Bible. In this scene Jeanette is trying to find out about relationships by listening in on the 

conversation of the older women. 

  
When it was washday I hid in the dustbin to hear what the women said. Nellie came out with her bit of 

rope and strung it up nail to nail across the back alley. She waved to Doreen who was struggling up the 

hill with her shopping, offering her a cup of tea and a talk. Each Wednesday Doreen queued up at the 

butcher’s for the special offer mince. It always put her in a bad mood because she was a member of the 

Labour party and believed in equal shares and equal rights. She started to tell Nellie about the woman 

in front buying steak. Nellie shook her head which was small and tufted, and said it had been hard for 

her too since Bert died. 

‘Bert,’ spat Doreen, ‘he were dead ten years before they laid him out.’ Then she offered Nellie a wine 

gum. 

 ‘Well I don’t like to speak ill of the dead,’ said Nellie uneasily, ‘you never know.’ 

Doreen snorted and squatted painfully on the back step. Her skirt was too tight, but she always pretended 

it had shrunk. 

 ‘What about speaking ill of the living? My Frank’s up to no good.’ 

Nellie took a deep breath and another wine gum. She asked if it was the woman who served pie and 

peas in the pub; Doreen didn’t know, but now that she thought of it that would explain why he always 

smelled of gravy when he came home late. 

‘You should never have married him,’ scolded Nellie. 

 ‘I didn’t know what he was when I married him did I?’ And she told Nellie about the war and how her 

dad had liked him, and how it seemed sensible. ‘I should have guessed though, what kind of man comes 

round to court you and ends up drinking with your dad instead? I used to sit all done up playing whist 

with his mother and one of her friends.’ 

‘Did he not take you anywhere then?’ 

‘Oh yes,’ said Doreen, ‘we used to go down the dog track every Saturday afternoon.’ The two of them 

sat in silence for a while then Doreen went on, ‘Course the children helped. I ignored him for fifteen 

years.’ 

 ‘Still,’ Nellie reassured her, ‘you’re not as bad as Hilda across the road, her one drinks every penny, 

and she daren’t go to the police.’ 

‘If mine touched me I’d have him put away,’ said Doreen grimly. 

‘Would you?’ 

Doreen paused and scratched in the dirt with her shoe. 

‘Let’s have a smoke,’ offered Nellie, ‘and you tell me about Jane.’ 

Jane was Doreen’s daughter, just turned seventeen and very studious. 

‘If she don’t get a boyfriend folks will talk. She spends all her time at that Susan’s doing her homework, 

or so she tells me.’ 

Nellie thought that Jane might be seeing a boy on the quiet, pretending to be at Susan’s. Doreen shook 

her head. ‘She’s there all right, I check with Susan’s mother. If they’re not careful folk will think they’re 

like them two at the paper shop.’ 

‘I like them two,’ said Nellie firmly, ‘and who’s to say they do anything?’ 



‘Mrs Fergeson across saw them getting a new bed, a double bed.’ 

‘Well what does that prove? Me and Bert had one bed but we did nothing in it.’ 

Doreen said that was all very well, but two women were different. 

Different from what? I wondered from inside the dustbin. 

‘Well your Jane can go to university and move away, she’s clever.’ 

‘Frank won’t put up with that, he wants grandchildren, and if I don’t get a move on there’ll be no dinner 

for him and he’ll be back with pie and peas in the pub. I don’t want to give him an excuse.’ 

 She struggled to her feet as Nellie started to peg out the washing. When it was safe, I crept out of the 

dustbin, as confused as ever and covered in soot. 

It was a good thing I was destined to become a missionary. For some time after this I put aside the 

problem of men and concentrated on reading the Bible. Eventually, I thought, I’ll fall in love like 

everybody else. 

  

• Use these questions to help you examine the text… 

  
How would you describe Doreen’s voice? What do we discover about her personality/identity? 

  
How would you describe Nellie’s voice? What do we discover about her personality/identity? 

  
What do we learn about Doreen’s relationship with her husband? 

  
How does Winterson use humour in the extract? What is the effect? 

  
Why do you think the writer describes Doreen’s non-verbal response to Nellie’s question ‘Would 

you?’ as having ‘paused and scratched the dirt with her shoe’? 
  

What is the effect of the writer’s use of euphemism as Doreen discusses concerns about her 

daughter’s sexuality? 
  

Why does Winterson writer from a first-person perspective? Whose ‘voice’ is narrating this moment? 

What does this tell us? 
  

Why do you think Doreen describes the woman they suspect is having an affair with her husband as 

‘pie and peas’? 
  

What is the effect of the text’s ending? 

How do both extracts, from Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal? and Oranges Are Not The 

Only Fruit illuminate each other?  

Why do you think Winterson re-created herself as a fictional character first, before writing about 

herself in her (non-fiction) autobiography?  

What would a fictionalised version of you be like?  

• Research the following areas to find out more about the context of both texts: 

  
-Jeanette Winterson’s life/key influences 
-Fundamentalist Christian beliefs about marriage and homosexuality 
-Bildungsroman/Kunstlerroman 



-Accrington, Lancashire in the 1960s 
-The Women’s Liberation Movement 

 

• The prompt questions on the next page will help you to build up your analysis of any 
new text you encounter - they are generic so can be applied to any text. Practise them on 
the extract given. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Overview: 

What’s going on? (What is ‘happening’?) 



What can we tell about the topic and the writer’s attitudes? What’s the point of this text? 
 

 
More detail:  

Who is talking? 

• Gender? Age? What is the writer’s connection with the subject matter? How strong is 
this voice? How formal is the style? How personal? What are the attitudes of the writer?   

What is this about? 

•What is the topic? What is the purpose of the text? What contexts do we have to take 
into account?  

Who is this for? What kind of text is it? 

•Where does this come from? What mode is it in? What clues are there about the 
intended audience? What does the writer expect the audience to know? How formal is 
the style? 
 

Zooming in:  

What is the effect of the way the text is structured? 

•How does it fit our expectations of the genre? What is in the opening? Why? How 
do ideas develop? How does it end? Why? How are ideas organised? Why? What 
discourse markers guide us through the text? Evidence? 

What features of language are used?  

•What sort of verbs are used? Why? Are there lots of adjectives or adverbs? Why? Are 
nouns abstract or concrete? Why? How does the writer give us a picture of what is going 
on?  

How much conscious crafting is there? 

•Is there use of imagery? Are there sentence patterns? Are sentence fragments used?  Are 
there very long or very short sentences? 

How does this writer communicate ideas? 

•Is there any direct address? How are opinions expressed? What is the tone of the piece? 
What does the writer reveal about him/herself? Are there conscious efforts to amuse, 
shock or appeal to emotions? What is explicit and what is implied? How can we tell? 
Effects and evidence? 

 

 

 

 



This is the opening of a famous American novel, The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. 
Salinger. It is narrated by the teenage protagonist, Holden Caulfield, who makes it 
clear that he is undergoing treatment in a mental hospital. The events he narrates 
take place in the few days between the end of the Autumn school term and 
Christmas, when Holden is sixteen years old.  
 

❖ Practise using Overview > More detail > Zooming in  
  

❖ Think about the voice the writer creates. Make notes. 
 
If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you’ll probably want to know is where I was born, 

and what my lousy childhood was like, and how my parents were occupied and all before they had 

me, and all that David Copperfield kind of crap, but I don’t feel like going into it, if you want to 

know the truth. In the first place, that stuff bores me, and in the second place, my parents would 

have two hemorrhages apiece if I told anything pretty personal about them. They’re quite touchy 

about anything like that, especially my father. They’re nice and all - I’m not saying that - but they’re 

also touchy as hell. Besides, I’m not going to tell you my whole goodam autobiography or anything. 

I’ll just tell you about this madman stuff that happened to me last Christmas just before I got 

pretty run-down and had to come out and take it easy. I mean that’s all I told D.B. about, and he’s 

my brother and all. He’s in Hollywood. That isn’t too far from this crumby place, and he comes 

over and visits me practically every weekend. He’s going to drive me home when I go home next 

month maybe. He just got a Jaguar. One of those little English jobs that can do around two 

hundred miles an hour. It cost him damn near four thousand bucks. He’s got a lot of dough, now. 

He didn’t use to. He used to be just a regular writer, when he was home. He wrote this terrific 

book of short stories, The Secret Goldfish, in case you never heard of him. The best one in it was 

‘The Secret Goldfish.’ It was about this little kid that wouldn’t let anybody look at his goldfish 

because he’d bought it with his own money. It killed me. Now he’s out in Hollywood, D.B., being 

a prostitute. If there’s one thing I hate, it’s the movies. Don’t even mention them to me. 

 

Reflect … What signs are there that this is fiction, rather than non-fiction? What is the effect?  
 

 

 

 

 

 



❖ Now consider the following questions: 

 
What does the writer wish us to make of the character, and how does he shape the voice in order 

to influence us?  

What subjects does Salinger get him to address?  

What does he try to avoid and why, do you think?  

What kind of vocabulary does he use? What is the implied relationship with the reader because 

of it?  

How is the opening structured and punctuated?  

How does this influence the voice, and by implication the subject’s situation and emotional 

state?  

Are we meant to be amused, angered, concerned or something else by the voice? 

How does Salinger create the Holden’s idiolect (look it up if you need to) and what is the effect? 

Do you feel this is an effective way to introduce a character to the reader?  

How does Holden’s voice compare with Jeanette Winterson’s? Do you feel there are any 
similarities in their situations? What do these texts tell us about their respective societies? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. A-Level-Ready 

Writing 

Writing, both analytical and creative, is a key component of the A-Level course, and both types 
are requirements of the NEA (Non-Examined Assessment). Complete both of the following 
written tasks to submit to your teacher, Mrs Finch, to demonstrate that you are ready for A-
Level study. These must be submitted via the English Language & Literature Google 
Classroom by 3rd July, 2020, at the latest. 

 

Task 1 

Using your notes from the previous activities and basing it on the extract given of Why Be Happy 
When You Could Be Normal? write an analytical response to the following question: 

How does Winterson present her relationship with her mother?  

Try to use some of the technical terms given, and to explore in detail the effects created. 

 

 

❖ Task 2 
 
So far, the activities have focused on exploring other writers’ choices and styles; now, you are 
going to produce your own piece of creative writing, using the knowledge you have gained about 
voice, genre and crafting. 
 
You are going to write one of two pieces, either fiction or non-fiction, under the theme of 
IDENTITY.  
 

Non-fiction: Write the first chapter of your own autobiography.  
 

• Convey your own unique ‘voice’; ensure a sense of your personality and identity comes 
across in the writing 

• You can use the extract from Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal? as a style model 
 

OR 
 

Fiction: Write the first chapter of a novel which presents a character’s 
identity.  

 
• Ensure you create a distinctive ‘voice’ in your text through the narration 
• You can use the extract from The Catcher in the Rye as a style model 

 
Your writing needs to be carefully planned and constructed, showing evidence of conscious 

crafting, authorial intent and use of appropriate genre conventions. You will be submitting this 
work to your teacher, so ensure it is exemplary, highly ‘polished’ work which reflects your 

engagement in all of the prior tasks. 
 



6. Extension Tasks  
 

• Explore the e-magazine: 
 
Log on to the online e-magazine that we subscribe to, which contains loads of interesting articles 
and features on language and literature. Click the ‘Archive’ tab to read all the past copies of the 
magazine. Just ‘search’ titles of texts/writers and see what comes up. Make notes on anything 
interesting! 
Go to https://www.englishandmedia.co.uk/e-magazine/emag-login/ 
Username:  englishjhn 
Password:  reading 
 

• Research the set texts and their writers: Othello by Shakespeare, The Great Gatsby by F. 
Scott Fitzgerald and A Streetcar Named Desire by Tennessee Williams. 

 
• Watch film/TV versions of the set texts – how has the director interpreted the text for 

the screen? 
 

• Research non-fiction genres: journalism; autobiography/ memoir/ diary; travel writing; 
reportage; review. Find examples of each and make notes. 

 
• Create a list of conventions for each non-fiction genre (listed above) – to what extent 

does each text you encounter conform to these conventions?  
 

• Read more widely from the reading list (Section 3) – compare the texts and make notes on 
the differing styles of the writers. Can you find any connections between texts? Use the 
theme of ‘Society and the Individual’ as a starting point. 

 
• Research and create a literary timeline of the main periods in English literature – what is 

characteristic of each period? How and why did things change? 
 

• Write an Opinion article about current events - use the examples from Section 1 as style 
models. Ensure your own distinctive voice is conveyed! 

 
 
Useful websites: 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/english-language-and-
literature-2015.html 

https://www.bl.uk 

https://www.theguardian.com 

If you have any questions, email Mrs Finch: finche@jhn.herts.sch.uk 
 
 

I am really looking forward to seeing your work, and to meeting you! 

https://www.englishandmedia.co.uk/e-magazine/emag-login/
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/english-language-and-literature-2015.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/english-language-and-literature-2015.html
https://www.bl.uk/
https://www.theguardian.com/
mailto:finche@jhn.herts.sch.uk

